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BAC KGROU ND
The Crystal Ridge ski area (aerial photo below) is approximately 130 acres in size and is located in the
southwest portion of the Milwaukee metropolitan area. Most of the site is within the City of Franklin with the
main ski slope (with switchbacking trail in photo) falling into the City of Glendale. The majority of the
property is composed of a closed landfill with numerous cells and variable fill depth above the cap. Following
the closure of the landfill, the County leased the area to a private interest that developed the ski area with a
lodge and two double chairlifts, as well as a small golf driving range. A regulation bmx track has also been
developed near the lodge by the Milwaukee BMX club.
Milwaukee County Parks’ Root River Parkway property is located at the base of and adjacent to the ski area and
includes significant acreage of wooded parkland adjacent to the small river. Approximately ten miles of natural
surface trails have been developed in this forested area, accessible from Crystal Ridge and numerous points
along County Parks property. Approximately seven of those miles are open to mountain bike use, stewarded by
the Metro Mountain Bikers club.
The Metro Mountain Bikers employed Kay-Linn Enterprises to assess the ski area and adjacent County Parks
land for the potential development of a bike park, as the Crystal Ridge ski area leasehold has ended and new
potential leaseholder is planning significant recreation improvements to the property, including a change in
name to the Rock Sports Complex. Milwaukee County Parks has suggested that the properties should be
considered holistically and feel that a bike park and enhanced trail system would be compatible uses with the
future of the property as a more formal sports complex facility.
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PU RPOSE AN D NE E D
Considerable alterations to the Crystal Ridge property are being considered in the coming year. The plan for
the Rock Sports Complex has been proposed with multiple ball fields, along with a change in zoning that would
increase the breadth of allowable uses on the property beyond skiing. At this stage of planning, the sports
complex proposal has a narrow focus on event-related, organized sports facilities. This assessment seeks to
determine whether the property’s use could be broadened to incorporate additional trail-based facilities for
increased public use, additional events, and general appeal of the park to a more diverse subset of the
Milwaukee population.
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Climatic challenges present at regional ski hills are further magnified on this site by a lack of quality snowmaking water and aging lift infrastructure. The result is a generally short season for skiing that is marred by
“brown snow” and decreased skier capacity. A trend in the development of ski areas toward providing trailbased recreation is helping many operators better develop four-season visitation and revenue, and combat the
climatic challenges. Modern bike parks have become the focus of this recreational development at many ski
areas, building upon the idea of winter terrain parks and utilizing the lift infrastructure to provide gravityoriented mountain biking.
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PU RPOSE AN D NE E D
Additionally, bike parks are being developed by parks departments to satisfy the public need/desire for more
cycling facilities and provide active, unstructured recreation offerings that have been repeatedly cited as keys to
combatting obesity and nature-deficit disorder. Bike parks focus significant use in relatively small, developed
areas as opposed to the relatively low development levels of typical natural surface trail systems.
Few bike parks exist at midwestern ski areas or parks departments, and relative to many parts of the country,
few natural surface trail opportunities are provided in Milwaukee County for the avid and still growing
population of mountain bikers. The Outdoor Industry Association (OIA), a trade association representing the
outdoor products industry, compiles annual surveys of recreation participation. In their 2012 Participation
Survey, they estimate 6,816,000 mountain biker participants and 1,547,000 bmx participants nationwide and
these activities being some of the most popular among youth (see tables below). Furthermore, all participants
in these activities tend to do so at a greater frequency than many other outdoor endeavors.
Youth Participation Popularity/Frequency in Outdoor Activities
(OIA Participation Topline Report, 2012)
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PU RPOSE AN D NE E D
Adult Participation Popularity/Frequency in Outdoor Activities
(OIA Participation Topline Report, 2012)
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PU RPOSE AN D NE E D
Participation in cycling is also quite popular in the State of Wisconsin. A recent State-By-State participation
and economic impact study conducted by OIA estimates more than 1.5 Million participants. This estimate is
30% greater than the number of estimated hikers and anglers and three times the number of hunters in the State.
Wisconsin Outdoor Recreation Participation Estimates
(OIA State Recreation Economy, 2009)
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OP PORTUN IT I E S & CO N S T R A I N TS
OPPORTUNITIES
Regional Recreation Leadership
• Progressive park facilities
• Active, unstructured recreation
• Demand for off-road cycling
In the sports complex site and adjoining County Parks
properties, Milwaukee County has an incredible
opportunity to create a recreation hub from a distressed
area. Creating a world class ball field and adventure
sports complex in close proximity to Interstate 94 could
become the highlight of modern development projects for
Milwaukee County Parks, serve as a regional destination
that drives increased local spending, and provide a
national model for public-private partnerships.
Combining active structured and unstructured recreation
in the same facility would increase the percentage of
children that can be “lured” into higher levels of physical
activity and provide opportunities for self-paced skills
development and exploration of the County’s
conservation resources. Providing this type of recreation
in a mountain biking/bmx format that appeals to the faster
pace that children and many adults are more interested while also working to meet a latent demand for cycling
facilities, this facility could be a booming success on multiple fronts.
Increased Park Visitation
• Diversity of visitors beyond organized sports
teams
• Additional activities for family visitors
• Temporal improvements in facility use
Creating the setting and opportunities for active,
unstructured recreation could assure a bustling park that
becomes a focal node for the Cities of Franklin and
Glendale that is based on being outdoors. The site
topography and ball field layout allows for multiple
facilities to be integrated that increase interest in the park
to area residents, provide numerous recreation options
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OP PORTUN IT I E S & CO N S T R A I N TS
for visiting families or diverse groups, and encourage cross-over recreation. The integration of cycling and trail
facilities into the park would broaden the temporal use of the park on a daily and seasonal basis and the
continual presence of visitors would discourage vandalism and other unwanted activities. With the lack of city
centers that congregate community in this area, this site could become the “Green Center” of Franklin.

Event- and Programming-Focused Facility
• Ample parking, attendant facilities, and connectivity to other park/municipal resources
• Skills clinics, kids riding classes, camps
• Event diversity
The facilities necessary for the operation of large
organized sports events at this site would also be
immensely beneficial to other outdoor-related special
events and parks programming. Many trail and outdoorrelated events suffer from either having great outdoor
resources for the event and underdeveloped attendant
facilities or the opposite. This site would offer great
resources on both fronts. With somewhat limited
parking and restroom capacity in the immediate area’s
natural park properties and the incompatibility of
developing those facilities from a capital and
maintenance perspective, this site could serve as the
primary node for beginning an exploration of the area’s
conservation and recreation assets. With cycling and trail
facilities developed in close proximity to parking and
other site amenities, this site would become the natural location for park programming and multi-faceted events.
From races to festivals, charity events to performances, the site could host a regular schedule of special
activities that further broaden the diversity and volume of park use.
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OP PORTUN IT I E S & CO N S T R A I N TS
Suitable terrain
• Little mass grading necessary
• Little terrain overlap for projected uses
• Connectivity to larger park resources/trails
The site’s preliminary development design is very compatible for
bike park/trail-related development. Ball fields are planned for the
flatter terrain, but spaced apart and oriented to the facilities in a
manner that would allow for the integration of hard or aggregate
surface trails, potentially even optimizing those trails for pedestrian
circulation throughout the complex. The slope grades and vertical
relief on the property, where ball fields are not planned, are ideal for
urban bike park development. Shallower grades on the eastern
portion of the site are compatible with bmx, dirt jump, and pump
track facilities. Intermediate grades present in the vicinity of the
current driving range can be employed for beginner to intermediate
flow trails and the main ski hill face for intermediate to expert
gravity-oriented facilities. The existing connectivity to the adjacent
natural surface trails increase the available options for a variety of
trail types, distances, and experiences that can be provided from a
common access point at the sports complex.

Willing Partners
• Metro Mountain Bikers, WI Bike Fed/IMBA, regional private industry
• County Parks thinking holistically with PDD zoning and facilitating collaboration in real time
Bike park projects simply do not succeed without significant
involvement from the cycling community. The leadership of Metro
Mountain Bikers and the collaborative relationship that has
developed with County Parks may be the most important key for a
successful bike park project at the sports complex. This local group
of volunteers has already solicited and received commitments of
support from state and national level cycling advocacy groups in
working to make this concept a reality and the private cycling
industry in Wisconsin is renowned for supporting grass roots
initiatives. Parks willingness to consider a bike park concept and the
department’s open attitude toward collaboration could dramatically
improve the final product.
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OP PORTUN IT I E S & CO N S T R A I N TS
CONSTRAINTS
Capital Resource Development
• $500k base estimate for optimal development of bike park and trail redevelopment
• $1.5M base estimate for ski area improvements (lifts, water)
• Potential need for ROI from private park developer (pay-to-play)
• DIY attitude
The capital investment in a high quality bike park befitting this site’s potential could be roughly estimated at
$500,000. While small in relation to many park facility development costs, this is certainly a much larger than
a typical natural surface trail project. The facet that would truly set the project apart would be a detachable
quad ski lift that can handle bike-holding chairs/trays. A lift would eliminate a relatively steep climb back to
the top of the bike park, often with bikes that are designed more for downhill travel, and vastly improve the
visitor experience. This site improvement would make fee-based revenue for using the bike park possible.
Many bike parks, at both ski areas and public parks, have been designed, constructed, and maintained by
amateurs. The quality of the facilities is much lower than the industry standard and the stewardship aspects are
simply beyond the means of volunteers. The DIY approach is tempting from both the volunteer and Parks
perspectives and certainly less expensive, but has ultimately succeeded in very few situations.
Four-Season Feature Crossover Difficulty
• Winter terrain park features don’t translate to summer use and vice versa
• Constrains usable land base unless expensive, pre-fabricated features can be employed
By winter use standards, the sports complex site is very
small, both in acreage and available vertical. There is
considerable difficulty in sharing space on a hill between
winter gravity-oriented activities and three-season gravityoriented activities. Grooming needs dictate flat slopes and
the berms, jumps, and other features of a bike park trail do
not translate well for winter use. Many ski hill-based bike
parks place permanent bike park features in tree areas.
Without this option at the sports complex, a site design
could inspect the feasibility of pre-fabricated features that,
while expensive, could be removed to allow for
unencumbered snow grooming.
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OP PORTUN IT I E S & CO N S T R A I N TS
Professional Resources
• External Design/Construction development
• Integration with the planning process on compressed timeframes
• Ongoing bike park/event development, maintenance, and management
The integration of trail/event and other multi-use facilities within the ball field
plan requires professional involvement to assure a quality product. At this stage,
only the volunteer trail stewardship group has committed to developing this
design, and only in a very cursory manner through this assessment. With the
compressed phase one development timeframe of nine months, planning and
design of these vital features needs to begin quickly.
Following the development of a bike park, specialized skills are required for
maintenance and management of the facility. Volunteers can be utilized for
increased manpower, but site care (watering, shaping, minor grading, and
inspection) is a daily activity and the skill sets are not often found on existing
park staffs.

Existing Sports Complex Design/Management Uncertainties
• Lease/County responsibility delineation
• Process for external stakeholders (Metro, bmx, etc.)
• New process for all parties
• Lack of quantified models for bike park and/or event use, management, returns
The development of a bike park is a new process for Milwaukee County Parks, Metro Mountain Bikers, and the
prospective sports complex developer. Without a known blueprint, a good deal of faith must be placed in an
outside consultant, communications challenges increase, and issues in responsibility arise. With the efficient,
but fluid development process that has been projected, additional difficulties are likely to develop regarding
stakeholder input and feedback. Finally, with few documented models regarding public-private bike park
partnerships and viable development/management strategies, reluctance in moving forward is always a risk.
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B IK E PARK VI S I O N - CO N C E P T P O D S
The Rock Sports Complex Bike Park could provide a wide variety of beginner, intermediate, and advanced
level bike park and natural surface trails. The ideal park would employ a single quad chairlift on the existing
lift alignment to service the ski hill-based flow trail and slopestyle development with the bmx/dirt jump/park
zone to the east of the maintenance access road. Natural surface trails on County Parks land to the west would
be enhanced to provide more appropriate and sustainable opportunities for beginner, family-style trail and
narrow intermediate-advanced singletrack, both with optional, progressive skill-building challenge features
adjacent to the main trail tread. A kids bike park in the southern forested area would integrate trails with a
nature interpretation theme and interspersed with play structures. A wider, hard-surfaced loop system of trails
could tie together all the park amenities and provide an exercise loop.

Int-Adv
Singletrack
Trail

IntBMX, Dirt
Adv
Beg-Int Jumps,Pump
Flow/
Flow
Park
SS
Trail
Trail

Family-Friendly
Natural Surface Trail

Exercise Loops
Kids Bike
Park
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B IK E PARK VI S I O N - CO S T E S T I M AT E
The following is a very preliminary cost estimate for different components in the potential Rock Sports
Complex Bike Park. These are generalized estimates based on significant past experience with bike park
development, but are in no way intended for design-build or contract development purposes. Acreages and
mileages are estimates. Unit costs are generalized, based on the site’s access, general materials and labor that
typically go into developing these facilities. The unit costs do not include any facility upgrades such as lift
replacement or irrigation development. The estimates are based on a design-build development model.

BIKE PARK FACILITIES
Item
Kid’s Bike Park
BMX, Dirt Jump, Pump Park
Beg.-Int. Flow Trails
Int.-Adv. Flow/Slopestyle Trails

Unit (Acres)

Unit Cost

4
3.2
5.5
10

$15,000
$30,000
$12,500
$17,500
Subtotal:

TRAIL FACILITIES
Item
Family-Friendly Trail
Int.-Adv. Singletrack Trail
Exercise Trail

Unit (Miles) Unit Cost
2.5
3
1.5

12

$20,000
$20,000
$75,000

Total
$60,000
$96,000
$68,750
$175,000
$399,750

Total
$50,000
$60,000
$112,500

Subtotal:

$222,500

Total:

$622,250
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B IK E PARK VI S I O N - S I M I L A R P RO J E C TS
PUBLIC BIKE PARKS
Below are a few select video links to public bike parks/trails that reflect some of the facilities that could be
developed as part of the Rock Sports Complex Bike Park.
Rocky Knob Bike Park, Boone, North Carolina. Good examples of intermediate flow trail, technical trail
features, and rock armoring.
http://vimeo.com/41139256
http://vimeo.com/42563940#
Pumps, Berms, and Rollers Trail, Fruita, Colorado. Good example of beginner-intermediate flow trail.
http://vimeo.com/41955927#
Valmont Bike Park, Boulder, CO. Largest public bike park in the US.
http://vimeo.com/44254238
http://vimeo.com/27956467
http://vimeo.com/2303470
http://vimeo.com/25009574
Highbridge Bike Park, New York City. Restoration of a challenged site with a bike park and trails.
http://vimeo.com/1740229
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